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Emerging (and Emerged!) Issues in Rural Healthcare
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Start from the lodestar

▪ My research largely focuses on the “supply side”
▪ Workforce

▪ Hospitals

▪ Clinics

▪ Insurance plans

▪ But ultimately what really matters is the health of the population
▪ And the ultimate measure of population health is mortality

▪ So what has happened to mortality among rural populations?
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Rural communities have higher mortality and the disparity has grown
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Rural communities have higher mortality and the disparity has grown
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7 percent
 difference

20 percent 
difference

The mortality 
gap has tripled 
in the last two 
decades



The mortality gap is even larger among AL, FL, GA, MS, NS, SC
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Meanwhile, threats to rural communities from 
climate change are considerable (here sea level rise)
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American Communities Project



Meanwhile, threats to rural communities from 
climate change are considerable (here sea level rise)
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Meanwhile, threats to rural communities from 
climate change are considerable
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Six things we spend our time watching
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Six topics

1. Rural hospital closures

2. Long-term profitability

3. Peri-pandemic period

4. The REH

5. Workforce

6. Change in specialty services
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1. Rural hospital closures fell during COVID
but they are beginning to resume
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192 Rural Hospital Closures* since January 2005
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Plug: rural hospital closure updates
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2. Long-term unprofitability has not gone away
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The percentage of rural hospitals with a negative total 
margin was trending upward before COVID funding
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PRF and 
other 
COVID 
funding 
probably 
provided a 
lifeline for 
many rural 
hospitals



The median total margin of rural hospitals was 
trending downward before COVID funding
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Rural hospital profitability increased during COVID but…

▪ The Provide Relief Funds, Paycheck Protection Program, 
and timing differences in reporting could temporarily 
distort reported profitability measures and conceal the 
long-term financial challenges facing rural hospitals.
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3. Trends pre- and peri- pandemic
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Rural below national averages, but steady state



Trends pre- and peri- pandemic
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Trends pre- and peri- pandemic
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Large increase, and narrowing, in TM

Cratering of PM



Trends pre- and peri- pandemic
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Downward trend 
in TM,  but 
narrowed 
differences

PM mostly recovering, 
slight narrowing



Meanwhile, rural hospitals are increasingly outpatient-based facilities
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rural and urban 
hospitals are 
seeing increases, 
almost 71 percent 
of revenue for rural 
hospitals come 
from outpatient 
services (vs. 50 
percent in urban)



So where does that leave us?

▪ Hospital closures and unprofitability set to resume 
after COVID funding disappears

▪ Inpatient care will continue to decline, and 
outpatient care will continue to increase

▪ Patient bypass is uncertain but demographic trends 
towards older and sicker patients will continue 
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Need for a new model based on 
outpatient and emergency services – 

Rural Emergency Hospital (REH)



4. The Rural Emergency Hospital

▪ New provider type enabled by CAA 
(Dec 2020)

▪ Big Idea:

▪ No inpatient care (including swing 
bed)

▪ Additional Facility Payment of $3.2m 

▪ OPPS at 105% fee schedule

▪ Sweet spot? A low-volume rural 
hospital with few options? 
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Where are hospitals converting to REHs?
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Importance of the REH model
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 Not enough AFP

 Needs big capital upfit

 Would leave big service gaps

 Would the community view it as a 
“real” ED?

 Would this allow closures of 
otherwise healthy providers? 

 Recognizes that some communities 
cannot support inpatient services

 Closer to a frontier model – stabilize 
and transfer

 Better than complete closure

 $3.2m in AFP double some early 
estimates

 Is this just the opening gambit?



5. Workforce

▪ “I’ve been studying health workforce for 22 years, and for 21 years 
no one cared” (E. Fraher)

▪ Pandemic showed the world the importance of workforce – and the 
fragility of rural staffing
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5. Workforce, some topics

▪ RRPD: massive investment by HRSA to foster new rural residencies 
(ruralgme.org)
▪ Disappointing rural-ness to slot expansion

▪ Increased openness to staffing models, partly born from innovation 
during pandemic and new provider types

▪ Return to pre-pandemic nurse staffing models (albeit at higher 
wages)?

▪ New provisions for Family Therapists and LPCs
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Sorry graph
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Start here

End here



6. Nationwide, some (specialty) services are eroding in rural hospitals
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Rural hospitals are 
less likely to offer 
L&D, OB/GYN, 
skilled nursing and 
home health



Where are the opportunities?
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Nationwide, some (specialty) services are growing in rural hospitals
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Rural hospitals are 
more likely to offer 
oncology, 
orthopedic, emerg 
psych



Rural healthcare innovates

▪ Some of the most exciting new models of healthcare delivery have 
stemmed from rural – necessity, mother, yadda yadda yadda

▪ IHS maternity care model -> UNC Chatham’s Labor & Delivery Unit 

▪ Project ECHO showing the power of tele-training

▪ Community paramedicine

▪ Remote monitoring

▪ Rural communities have shown they can adapt to the needs and 
resources in their communities
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AHA (2016): What strategies are useful for each 
essential service?
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https://www.aha.org/system/files/content/16/ensuring-access-
taskforce-report.pdf

“In taking on this charge, we determined it was critical to also 

identify those essential health care services we believed 

should be maintained for individuals living in vulnerable rural 

and urban communities."



AHA (2016): What strategies are useful for each 
essential service?
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https://www.aha.org/system/files/content/16/ensuring-access-
taskforce-report.pdf



AHA (2016): What strategies are useful for each 
essential service?
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https://www.aha.org/system/files/content/16/ensuring-access-
taskforce-report.pdf



Takeaways

Rural healthcare faces some considerable headwinds…

…but the needs of Rural America are better understood 

– and being better addressed than historical

Let rural communities adapt to the assets and needs 

locally – no one better understands what is local
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North Carolina Rural Health Research Program
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Location:
Cecil G. Sheps Center for Health Services Research
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Website:  http://www.shepscenter.unc.edu/programs-projects/rural-health/
Email:  ncrural@unc.edu

Colleagues:
Susie Gurzenda, MS George Pink, PhD
Mark Holmes, PhD Kristin Reiter, PhD 
Ann Howard Kristie Thompson, MA 
Tyler Malone, PhD
Julie Perry  

   
 
  

http://www.shepscenter.unc.edu/programs-projects/rural-health/
mailto:ncrural@unc.edu


Resources
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North Carolina Rural Health Research Program
http://www.shepscenter.unc.edu/programs-projects/rural-health/

Rural Health Research Gateway
 www.ruralhealthresearch.org

Rural Health Information Hub (RHIhub)
 https://www.ruralhealthinfo.org/

National Rural Health Association
 www.ruralhealthweb.org

National Organization of State Offices of Rural Health
 www.nosorh.org

http://www.shepscenter.unc.edu/programs-projects/rural-health/
http://www.ruralhealthresearch.org/
https://www.ruralhealthinfo.org/
http://www.ruralhealthweb.org/
http://www.nosorh.org/


For more than 30 years, the Rural Health Research Centers have been 
conducting research on healthcare in rural areas.

The Rural Health Research Gateway ensures this research lands in the 
hands of our rural leaders.

Funded by the Federal Office of Rural Health Policy, Health Resources & Services Administration 
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